[Significance of MR angiography for imaging diagnostics of carotid artery diseases].
During the last decade, magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) evolved to an essential method for radiological diagnostics of extracranial arteries' diseases. Contrast enhanced MRA enables meanwhile the acquisition of angiographic series in high diagnostic quality comparable to that originating from conventional DSA. Due to MRA, conventional DSA anymore plays a crucial role in the diagnostic assessment of carotid artery disease or highly vascularised tumors of the head and neck region. Besides reliable quantification of carotid stenoses, highly resolved MRI sequences provide a promising approach for characterization of plaque morphologies and thereby contribute to turn the risk for a stroke calculable. Furthermore, MRA has nearly replaced DSA in radiographics of carotid artery dissections whereas MRA has especially emerged as an appropriate method to visualize the intramural hematoma which is evidentiary for the diagnosis. However, not all methods of MRA are equivalent in respect to their diagnostic value. While CE MRA is able to completely substitute DSA in many clinical questions, applicability of flow-dependent Time-of-flight (TOF) or phase-contrast (PC) MRA is limited due to their distinct susceptibility to motion or flow-related artefacts.